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Abstract 

Users of existing Web information retrieval systems need 
to input proper keywords through which the correct retrieval 
data can be found. It is, however, too dzficult for children 
to identify appropriate keywords due to their lack of abil- 
ity in generalizing concepts describing what they would like 
to search for: Therefore, a great deal of irrelevant data is 
included in the results. In the paper, we propose a "Kid's 
Lifestyle Ontology" so that the system can infer what they 
would like to search for to resolve ambiguities. The retrieval 
system can identify appropriate keywords that have strong 
relationships with concepts common to their lifestyles, and 
then the related search keywords can be ranked above other 
keywords. This is based on the episodic memories of chil- 
dren that help them discover other keywords. As a result, 
children can rejne their queries gradually. In the paper, we 
also propose a method of constructing the ontology incre- 
mentally and recursively. 

1. Introduction 

Today's technologies are changing the way children 
learn and play. With innovative tools, children can read 
books, play games, and communicate with computers and 
others. Today's researchers developing new technologies 
for children must strive to understand their unique needs. 
Our research goal was to look for easy ways for children 
to access electronic information, especially the retrieval of 
Web information. There are currently many elementary 

schools trying to use Web information retrieval systems to 
support pupils' theme-based "investigative learning." As a 
new innovative tool to support that, Sumiyoshi proposes 
an educational broadcasting service that supports not only 
passive learning through the simple watching of broadcast 
programs but also active learning where students search for 
and collect programs regarding their own purposes, such as 
making presentation materials and exchanging opinions by 
using agent technologies.[l] To make the theme-based "in- 
vestigative learning" currently taught by many Japanese el- 
ementary schools to be effective, new retrieval methods for 
children are required. 

In existing Web information retrieval systems, users need 
to input proper keywords through which the correct result- 
ing retrieval data can be found. It is, however, too difficult 
for children to identify appropriate keywords due to their 
lack of ability in generalizing concepts describing what they 
would like to search for. Therefore, a great deal of irrelevant 
data is included in the results. In this paper, we propose a 
"Kid's Lifestyle Ontology" so that the system can infer what 
they would like to search for to resolve ambiguities. The re- 
trieval system can identify appropriate keywords that have 
strong relationships with an ontology (a shared conceptu- 
alization) in their lifestyles, and then the strongly related 
search keywords can be ranked above other keywords. The 
ontology can be generated based on the episodic memories 
of children that help them discover other keywords. As a 
result, children can refine their queries gradually. 

We propose the Kid's Lifestyle Ontology for children's 
Web retrieval tools in the next section. The Web retrieval 
process using the ontology is described in Section 3. The 
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episodic memory creation process is explained in Section 4. 
The paper ends with a discussion and our conclusions. 

2. Web Information System for Children 

Our research goal was to develop an innovative tool to 
help preschool search Web pages. The way preschool chil- 
dren (ages 4-6) remember things is that their recall is re- 
lated to their episodic memories [2], i.e., they have not 
yet developed capabilities for abstraction and generaliza- 
tion. For children to remember something, they must first 
find when and where the episode happened, and then iden- 
tify and remember what it was. When they are searching 
for something with Web information retrieval systems, they 
need to use episodic memories related to what they want to 
search for. In particular, the most important parts of their 
memories are memorized in images. Therefore, episodic 
memories and images can be used to support children in 
their Web retrieval tasks. 

In general, user profile information can be used to re- 
trieve Web pages matching the user's interests. Exist- 
ing Web commerce applications named shopbots gener- 
ate and use a user profile asking the user for hisher 
preferences.[3,4,5] Children's lifestyle ontologies are more 
helpful in searching for Web documents, compared with 
their user profiles because they cannot describe their pref- 
erences to the systems. Ontologies have been introduced 
to facilitate knowledge sharing and reuse between various 
agents, regardless of whether they are humans or artificial 
in nature.[6] 

We thus propose an ontology for children called the 
"Kid's Lifestyle Ontology" to define children's lifestyles 
that allows information processing by computer. 

The proposed ontology consists of their daily life events 
and special season events such as Christmas. The class 
hierarchy for the ontology can be dynamically and gradu- 
ally created and modified by using the current information 
on the Web pages, especially Weblog pages. Parenting di- 
aries on Weblogs by mothers and nursery school teachers, 
Miki House's Web pages on child nursing, and Benesse's 
Web pages on child nursing, are especially helpful in col- 
lecting the latest information about children's lifestyles and 
episodes. For example, popular Christmas presents for chil- 
dren, children's infectious diseases, good guides for picture 
books, and parent's guides to primary school, are written 
on Weblog pages, reflecting the children's current activities 
and episodes. 

The problem with the existing ontology is that it does 
not reflect the latest information because it is static and 
fixed. Our proposed "Kid's Lifestyle Ontology", on the 
other hand, can include the latest information retrieved from 
the Web and can be gradually modified and improved in 
quality. Let us consider characters in popular television pro- 

grams and animation. New heroes continuously appear. For 
example, in "pocket monstersn* -which is a popular tele- 
vision cartoon program, a new type of monster appears in 
each episode. The EPG (Electronic Program Guide) to Web 
pages can be used to find such new information on charac- 
ters. 

'ScasmEvent> , - - - -__-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -~- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - *~- - - - - - - - - - - -~~-- -~~~~~ : <Event>Chnstmas<Dats)l2/24-12/25</Date, 
/ <ChrishasPresent ><PopularChrirtmasPresent>Stuffeddtoy 
: <Po~ularStuffedTo~A~AChristmasPresent > 
j Son t-X-Sbfied-Toy 
/ </PopularStuffedToyAsAChri=tmasPresent ) 
: </PopularChristmasPresent>VChrirtmarPrerant > 
: a-----------------.------------------------------------.------------: <,'Event> 

</SsasonEvont> 
</KidsLfestvle> 

XML(Procesring1nshction) XML(Procesrindn~truction) 

Weblog or Website 

Figure 1. Outline of Kid's Lifestyle Ontology 

The "Kid's Lifestyle Ontology" consists of event ti- 
tles and related information that explains the details of the 
events. The retrieved episodes that occur in children's daily 
lives are stored as subclass information of the event class. 
For example, episodes related to "Christmas" are "Christ- 
mas presents are placed around the Christmas tree," "Santa 
Claus brings a present during the night before Christmas," 
and "We have a Christmas pudding and a Christmas cake,". 
From the episodes, keywords are selected and added as the 
subclass of the event "Christmas." The episodes also in- 
clude concrete 5W1H information. Therefore, by asking 
the child when and where the episode happened, the system 
can infer which kind of episode happened to the child. Such 
questions asked of the child can help him or her to discover 
other keywords and refine his/her queries gradually. 

3. Web Retrieval Process Using Ontology 

A Web retrieval process using the "Kid's Lifestyle On- 
tology" is presented in this section. How to generate and 
modify the ontology as a back office process is also ex- 
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plained (See Fig.]). In this example, suppose that Harry 
aged six wants to find a stuffed toy of a cartoon charac- 
ter called "Sonic" that his friend received as a Christmas 
present from his parents. Hany wants to know about the 
stuffed toy. The following are interactions between the sys- 
tem agent and Harry: 
(1) Harry inputs "SONIC" as a search keyword. The result- 
ing data include many irrelevant pages such as participating 
Sony dealers. 
(2) Agent: "Where did you see SONIC?" 
(3) Hany inputs "TV." 
(4) The system dynamically collects a set of character 
names in popular television programs from EPG pages ,on 
the Web, issuing the query "What is a popular children's 
television character?'. The resulting data are attached to 
the ontology as related information to the event "television 
watching." Suppose that "Sonic" exists in the resulting data. 
(5)  Agent: "You are searching for Sonic X that you can see 
at eight o'clock on Sundays on television." 
(6) Harry: inputs "Yes." Based on Hany's answer, the sys- 
tem is convinced that the target is "Sonic X." 
(7) Agent: "What would you like to know about "Sonic X?" 
(8) Hany inputs "stuffed toy." The system finds the 
keyword "stuffed toy" under the Christmas event in the 
"Kid's Lifestyle Ontology." The subclass hierarchy consists 
of "Christmas," "Christmas presents," "popular Christmas 
presents," and "popular stuffed toys as a Christmas present." 
Then, the system dynamically collects the latest information 
about the stuffed toy, issuing the query "What is a popular 
stuffed toy given as a Christmas present?" to the parenting 
Weblog pages. The resulting data are attached as informa- 
tion related to "popular stuffed toys as a Christmas present." 
Suppose that the resulting data includes "Sonic X stuffed 
toy." 
(9) The agent shows a retrieved photo of the stuffed toy that 
was embedded on the Web pages. After this, a great deal of 
data about Sonic X can be retrieved and given to Harry. 

During the process, the dynamically retrieved data are 
attached as part of the ontology in the form of XML tags 
(see Fig.1). The queries issued by the system to find new 
information can be implemented as a computer application 
module. For example, XML PI (Processing Instructions), 
which is a procedural element, can be used: An XML pro- 
cessor will pass the PI through to the application. 

4. Episode Memory Creation Process 

In this section, we discuss episodic memory creation 
methods. First, we will report experiment results obtained 
by extracting episodic memories from Weblog pages. The 
aim of this experiment was to extract keywords concerning 
Christmas from parenting Weblog pages written by moth- 
ers. The target Weblog pages were selected in advance 

through human tasks. We used existing algorithms such 
as ''WWW/Blog/ldentify" [7] for the Weblog assessment 
module. 

We selected words that appeared the most frequently as 
keywords in the experiment. As a result, the extracted key- 
words were "present," "children," "Christmas," and "Santa 
Clause," as shown in Fig.2. We used ChaSen[8] as the 
Japanese morphological analysis system. 

Figure 2. Results of relations for Christmas 

The extracted keywords can be candidates for the event 
subclasses of the "Kid's Lifestyle Ontology." To determine 
whether the keyword is appropriate as the subclass title, 
some heuristic screening algorithms are required. Algo- 
rithm development will be one of our next research tasks. 
The episodic memory creation process is executed as fol- 
lows: 
(1) The system creates the subclass of the event for which 
title is the extracted hot keyword. 
(2) The system collects a set of episodic memory sentences 
that include the extracted hot keyword as the subject or the 
object. 
This creative process is repeated dynamically and recur- 
sively. 

Let us next consider existing work related to extracting 
keywords from Weblogs. 

The bursty word selection algorithms by Kleinberg[9] 
may be helpful in extracting the latest keywords from We- 
blogs. The 'burst of a word' is a phrase that indicates a 
drastic increase in frequency as the topic begins to emerge. 

Kleinberg's original algorithm to identify bursts has been 
extended by Okumura et a1.[10] In Okumura's blogwatcher, 
which is a Japanese Weblog monitoring system, subjec- 
tive (evaluative) expressions in blog entries are automati- 
cally annotated by using a naive pattern matching algorithm 
with a manually constructed dictionary of evaluative ex- 
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pressions. In blogwatcher, the extracted information is only 
noun phrases. In Kurashima's research, on  the other hand, 
a Japanese sentence could be extracted by using a regular 
expression pattern template that included a postpositional 
particle and a noun phrase.[ll] Similar research was done 
by Tezuka focusing on the co-occurrence of place names 
and postpositional particles.[l2] 

Some practical freeware for Japanese natural language 
processing has currently become available.[l3] For exarn- 
ple, the POSUM freeware system extracts important sen- 
tences using the freeware, Lexical Chainers. Not only noun 
phrases but also episode sentences have to be extracted to 
develop the "Kid's Lifestyle Ontology". In future work, we 
intend to find a suitable algorithm to extract episodic sen- 
tences from Weblogs. 

5. Discussion and Conclusion 

We proposed the "Kid's Lifestyle Ontology" to help chil- 
dren retrieve Web information. Its featured (1) daily and 
season events that happened in their lifestyles, and (2) could 
be dynamically and gradually created and expanded by col- 
lecting the latest information from Web pages, especially 
that from blogs written by their mothers and nursery school 
teachers. This ontology helped children find information 
they required from the Internet, because a great deal of their 
typical lifestyle information is included there. 

When children want to search for something, they use 
episodic memories and images to express what they want. 
To identify their target object, place information on  "where 
the event happened" is useful. Thus, event information in 
the ontology has to include "where" information and some 
agent systems are required to ask children location infor- 
mation. When developing methods of extracting children's 
episodic memories, we have to strive to understand their 
unique and self-centered ways of expressing "where" infor- 
mation. Through extraction methods, implementation, and 
empirical studies on episodic memories, we expect to be 
able to  better understand young children's unique ways of 
remembering and expressing things. 
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